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TEAM
The design team reflects the different disciplines and 
scales required by the project. It includes members 
with a wide variety of backgrounds, both international 
and local, and previous experiences, as demonstrated 
by the references on the second page. To ensure a 
successful and well-integrated outcome for the pro-
ject, internationally renowned architecture and urban 
planning firm MVRDV has created  a group of highly 
experienced partners, many of whom are based in 
Australia.
For structural engineering, water management, and 
theatre design ARUP has been chosen as a world 
leader in the fields. MVRDV and ARUP have a suc-
cessful track record of collaboration in similar projects 
all over the world. Cost planner WT Partnership will 
secure the financial feasibility of the project and Gold 
Coast based Ecomplish will be responsible for sustain-
ability.

MVRDV will lead the team with Australian architects 
Lacoste + Stevenson Architects and Paul Uhlmann Ar-
chitects, based in Gold Coast.  Lacoste + Stevenson 
Architects will be the day-to-day contact point during 
the realisation of the project. Australian Landscape 
Architects JMD Design will bring their location-specific 
expertise to the landscape aspects of the project. 
When working outside the Netherlands MVRDV regu-
larly sets up collaborations with local design offices to 
maintain continuous local representation and ensure 
knowledge of local circumstances, laws and regula-
tions.

MVRDV - ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING
NETHERLANDS (Team Leader)
MVRDV was set up in Rotterdam in 1993 by Winy Maas, 
Jacob van Rijs and Nathalie de Vries. 
MVRDV is a globally operating consulting architecture of-
fice with a history of creative solutions for urban problems. 
MVRDV produces designs and studies in the fields of 
architecture, urbanism and landscape design. Early projects 
such as the headquarters for the Dutch Public Broadcast-
ing Corporation VPRO and housing for elderly WoZoCo in 
Amsterdam lead to international acclaim. 

The work of MVRDV is exhibited and published worldwide 
and has received numerous international awards. The 60 
architects, designers and staff members conceive projects 
in a multi-disciplinary and collaborative design-process, 
applying the highest standards of architectural technology 
and sustainable design. MVRDV has a particular interest 
and experience in mediating between the different scales of 
architecture and urbanism, as recently demonstrated by the 
completion of the new DNB Headquarters in Oslo, a project 
in which MVRDV designed both the centrepiece building 
and the masterplan for a new waterfront district. Similarly, 
the firm has successfully realised innovative cultural projects 
including the Matsudai Village Cultural Centre in Japan, 
the Effenaar Pop Music Centre in the Netherlands, and the 
House of Movement and Culture, a cultural centre in Den-
mark currently under construction.

Lacoste + Stevenson - ARCHITECTURE (Co-Architect)
AUSTRALIA
Lacoste + Stevenson are a design-based architectural 
practice established by Thierry Lacoste and David 
Stevenson in 1997.  As a result of an international 
partnership, the practice takes advantage of both strong 
local connections and global influences to produce 
a distinctive architecture.  The two directors lead a 
design studio that is creative, highly skilled in design, 
knowledgeable in building technologies and experienced in 
building delivery.

PAUL UHLMANN ARCHITECTS (Local Architect)
GOLD COAST 
Paul Uhlmann Architects has practised on the Gold Coast 
since 1997 and during this time worked on both national and 
international projects. Paul Uhlmann Architects consists of 
a team of 6 architects and interior designers with director 
Paul Uhlmann having over 25 years of experience on the 
Gold Coast working on a variety of large scale commercial 
projects and highly-detailed residential projects. Past 
projects express the diversity and skill of Paul Uhlmann 
Architects and the desire to create individually expressive 
responses.

JMD DESIGN (Landscape Architect)
AUSTRALIA                                                
Anton James, Ingrid Mather and James Delaney established 
JMD design in 2007 to design and deliver high quality 
contemporary landscapes and open spaces. The practice 
is recognised for design excellence and technical expertise 
across a range of project types, including everything from 
large scale urban, complex parklands and the restoration 
of natural systems to detailed urban spaces, bespoke 
playgrounds and public artworks.

ARUP (Engineer) 
INTERNATIONAL+AUSTRALIA
Founded in 1946 with an initial focus on structural 
engineering, ARUP first came to the world’s attention with 
the structural design of the Sydney Opera House, followed 
by its work on the Centre Pompidou in Paris. Arup has 
since grown into a truly multidisciplinary organisation. 
Most recently, its work for the 2008 Olympics in Beijing 
has reaffirmed its reputation for delivering innovative and 
sustainable designs that reinvent the built environment.

ECOMPLISH (Sustainability Expert)
GOLD COAST 
Ecomplish is a niche provider of project management and 
sustainability consulting services. The business was founded 
in 2006 and works throughout Australia. The business is 
based in Queensland, and possesses over 20 years of 
experience in the field of sustainability across six related 
industry sectors. Ecomplish’s Principal is on the Board 
of Sustainable Development Gold Coast Incorporated, 
assisting industry and government to identify opportunities to 
create more sustainable development balancing ecological, 
social, and economic values in the city.

WT PARTNERSHIP (Cost Planner)
AUSTRALIA
WT Partnership is an award winning international practice 
of property, project and cost management consultants in 
building construction, infrastructure and management of 
facilities. They work in partnership with clients and their 
advisers at all stages of the project development process 
and property lifecycle, giving professional, timely and reliable 
advice on all aspects of project, property and premises 
management, cost, value and risk. 

Gerry Heaton
Cost Planner

Peter MacDonald
Engineer

Jim Niesel
Theatre Consultant

Christopher Sims
Acoustics

Haico Sheppers
Sustainability

Ed Beling
Water Team Leader 

David Dack
Maritime Engineer
 

Andrew Pettifer
Services

                 - Winy Maas
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urbanism design

Co-architect

Architects P/L
local architect

landscape and
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DESIGN TEAM

SPECIALISTS

Ben O'Callaghan 
Sustainability

MVRDV - ARCHITECTURE AND URBANISM/NETHERLANDS
MVRDV was set up in Rotterdam in 1993 by Winy Maas, Jacob van Rijs and Nathalie de 
Vries. MVRDV is a globally operating consulting architecture office with a history of 
creative solutions for urban problems. MVRDV produces designs and studies in the 
fields of architecture, urbanism and landscape design. Early projects such as the 
headquarters for the Dutch Public Broadcaster VPRO and housing for elderly WoZoCo 
in Amsterdam lead to international acclaim. 
The work of MVRDV is exhibited and published worldwide and receives international 
awards. The 60 architects, designers and staff members conceive projects in a multi-
disciplinary collaborative design process and apply highest technological and sustain-
able standards.

JMD and blaxland - LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE/AUSTRALIA
Anton James, Ingrid Mather and James Delaney established JMD design in 2007 to 
design and deliver high quality contemporary landscapes and open spaces. The prac-
tice is recognised for design excellence and technical expertise across a range of 
project types, including urban open space design, large complex parks and natural 
system restoration to detailed urban spaces, bespoke playgrounds and public 
artworks. 

L+S and UTS - ARCHITECTURE/AUSTRALIA
Lacoste + Stevenson are a design based architectural practice established by Thierry 
Lacoste and David Stevenson in 1997.  As a result of an international partnership, the 
practice takes advantage of both strong local connections together with global influ-
ences to produce a distinctive architecture.  The two directors lead a design studio that 
is creative, highly skilled in design and building technologies and experienced in build-
ing delivery.  Design solutions strive to exceed the client’s expectations as well as 
achieve best practice sustainable principles in every project. The practice provides 
innovative architectural, interior design and urban design services.

PUA  LOCAL GOLD COAST ARCHITECT - LOCAL GOLD COAST ARCHITECT/AUSTRALIA
Paul Uhlmann Architects has practised on the Gold Coast since 1997 and during this 
time worked on both national and international projects. Paul Uhlmann Architects 
consists of a team of 6 architects and interior designers with director Paul Uhlmann 
having over 25 years of experience on the Gold Coast working on a variety of large scale 
commercial projects and highly detailed residential projects. Past projects express the 
diversity and skill of Paul Uhlmann Architects and the desire to create individually 
expressive responses. Recognition of this commitment to design has been given by the 
achievement of over 20 local, state and national awards from the AIA and UDIA.

ARUP - ENGINEERS AND TECHNICAL SPECIALISTS/INTERNATIONAL+AUSTRALIA
Founded in 1946 with an initial focus on structural engineering, Arup first came to the 
world’s attention with the structural design of the Sydney Opera House, followed by its 
work on the Centre Pompidou in Paris. Arup has since grown into a truly multidiscipli-
nary organisation. Most recently, its work for the 2008 Olympics in Beijing has reaf-
firmed its reputation for delivering innovative and sustainable designs that reinvent the 
built environment.
Arup brings together broad-minded individuals from a wide range of disciplines and 
encourages them to look beyond the constraints of their own specialisms.

JMD DESIGN
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Expo 2000, Hannover, Germany (2000)

GYRE, Tokyo, Japan (2005-2007)

Market Hall Rotterdam, Netherlands (2004-2014)

Book Mountain, Spijkenisse, The Netherlands (2012)

World Expo Floriade 2022

De Effenaar, The Netherlands (2000-2005)

Museum Matsudai, Japan (2002-2005)

Maquinnext, Barcelona, Spain (2012)

Cultural center 

Artscape

A shaded art performance

3D public route

A green environmentA cultural district

Buildings that 
creates public 
spaces

Emblematic

Integrating green 
buildings

Cooled spaces

Water engineering

Masterplan Barcode  and DNB Bank Headquarters Oslo, Norway (2007-2012)

Peruri 88, Indonesia (2012/-)

World Expo Floriade 2022

A cultural landscape

Flexible
event space

Museum Matsudai, Japan (2002-2005)

Museum Matsudai, Japan (2002-2005)Chengdu Water City, China (2008/-)

DNB Bank, Oslo, Norway (2007-2012)
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THE SHAPE?

The development of the figure needs development. Is a defined, 
geometrical shape desired? Or more adapted to the orientation of the 
peninsula? Or clearly following the outlines of the site?

THE INLET?

Adjusting the existing shoreline can strengthen the relationship with the 
water, improve recreational qualities and help to clean the water and 
improve biodiversity.
Maybe an inlet?

THE ISLAND?

Or maybe an island?

THE CONNECTED PARK

A waterwalk along the shoreline, paths trough the Cultural Cluster and a 
marina for watertaxi can strengthen recreational quality and accessibility. 
A bridge to Chevron Island will connect with the Art Walk. By realizing 
it as a light structure, covered with plants, a green bridge is created. It 
could even be imagined to add a cable car (without imposing existing 
houses too much), to give direct access to the beach...

THE EXISTING QUALITIES 

It uses the contextual qualities: the shoreline, the park and plantations, 
the Civic Chamber building and the current Arts Center, which will be 
upgraded as the new Living Arts Center heart, surrounded by different 
programs. This makes possible to combine context and uniqueness, 
ordinary and extraordinary.

THE SHAPE

THE ADDRESSTHE EXISTING QUALITIESTHE EXTROVERT CENTER

PARKING + ART + LANDSCAPE = GOLD COAST ARTSCAPE

THE ART SCAPE THE ENCHANTED GARDENS THE CONNECTED PARK

THE SHAPE

THE EXTROVERT CENTRE 

By realizing the volume as a grand circle an omnidirectional volume is 
created. Maximum extrovert, without backsides, with addresses along 
the shorelines and the road, activating the surrounding with terraces, 
galleries and public life. It creates a recognizable element as the central 
symbol of the operation. 

THE SHAPE

THE CULTURAL CLUSTER THE EXTROVERT CENTER

PARKING + ART + LANDSCAPE = GOLD COAST ARTSCAPE

THE ART SCAPE

The Artscape combines the desire for a generous open space with the 
great terrace and a raised viewing point, ‘dips’ and voids for access 
to the lower levels, amphitheatres, creating an exciting roofscape. By 
adding plantations for shading, elements for mist, trusses for lighting 
and sound, etc. a cooled and programmable plaza is created. It creates 
a vivid, flexible, interactive plaza for open air theatre, performances, 
installations … creating an environment like the Venice biennale garden. 

THE PROGRAMMATIC SYMBIOSIS

By integrating the service program, the indoor cultural program and 
the outdoor cultural program a symbiosis of the different programmatic 
elements is realized. This literally creates an Artscape, as a true urban 
exhibition and performance space. A place to meet, celebrate and 
experiment. An Art Machine generating exciting possible combinations.

ART OASIS

THE ART SCAPE

THE SHAPE THE SHAPE

THE ADDRESS

ARTIST VILLAGE

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

NERANG RIVER

SWIMMING POND

CHAPEL

CIVIC CHAMBER

OASIS GARDEN LIVING ARTS MUSEUM

THE GREAT TERRACE

THE SWIMMING DOCK

VIEWING POINT 

NEW ART MUSEUM

THE WATER

OFFSET

CIRCLE

PEBBLE

THE CULTURAL CLUSTER 

The cultural cluster is imagined to be an vivid Art scape, a unique park 
scape, with enchanting gardens, with a great terrace, offering gener-
ous views, with a remarkable, emblematic new cultural hall, offering an 
extraordinary experience … By clustering and concentrating all these 
desires in one entity an Cultural Cluster is created where all these quali-
ties will strengthen each other

THE CULTURAL CLUSTER

THE ADDRESS 

By opening up the site toward the Bundall Road and creating a direct 
and fluid access to an indoor parking, the Gold Coast Cultural Cluster 
will be an address along this boulevard.

THE ART SCAPE

THE SHAPE THE SHAPE

THE ADDRESSTHE EXISTING QUALITIES

THE SHAPEPARKING + ART + LANDSCAPE = GOLD COAST ARTSCAPE

SERVICES CULTURE OUTDOOR

THE SHAPEPARKING + ART + LANDSCAPE = GOLD COAST ARTSCAPE

SERVICES CULTURE OUTDOOR

THE SHAPEPARKING + ART + LANDSCAPE = GOLD COAST ARTSCAPE

SERVICES CULTURE OUTDOOR

THE ENCHANTED GARDENS THE CONNECTED PARK
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THE ENCHANTED GARDENS

The Artscape dips down to connect to the shorelines, the lake, and to 
create a covered marina. By strengthening and diversifying the existing 
green qualities, lush green jungle-like enchanting gardens are realized. 
With fantastic flowers and fruits you can pick. And where plantations 
create a sheltered, cool place. Providing a different experience than the 
beach. The great outdoors within the surrounding ‘sea’ of houses, blocks 
and high-rises.

A LUSH GREEN CULTURAL CENTER AT THE GOLD COAST

The development of a cultural cluster at the Evandale area can 
contribute to enriching the qualities that the Gold Coast offers. What can 
the Cultural Precinct add to the great qualities that the Gold Coast offers 
already? 

Where the area directly along the coast has the gorgeous beaches, the 
surf culture, tourism, the boulevard, the high-rises...the new cultural 
cluster can use its position at slight distance from the coast to develop 
a character and environment that cannot be developed directly at the 
seashore. It can help to further strengthen the city’s programmatic 
package. It can add to the cultural experience. In terms of tourism it 
allows bad weather holidays and cultural city trips. Offer landscape 
qualities. Activity and quietness. 

What character can answer to this potential? How to realize elements 
desired and required to maximize the potential of this development as a 
unique and qualitative addition to the Gold Coast? 
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1. Living Art Center (existing)
2. Living Art Center (extension)
3. New Arts Museum
4. Amphitheatre
5. Pond Dock
6. Community Space

LIVING ART CENTER (EXISTING)
LIVING ART CENTER (EXTENSION)
NEW ARTS MUSEUM
AMPHITHEATRE
GREAT TERRACE
ARTSCAPE
BEACH
COMMUNITY SPACE
LEARNING AND PRODUCTION SPACE

PARKING AND CIRCULATIONS

RECORDING STUDIO
FOOD AND BEVERAGE

COMMERCIAL HIRE SPACE

LIVING ART CENTER (EXISTING)
LIVING ART CENTER (EXTENSION)
NEW ARTS MUSEUM
AMPHITHEATRE
GREAT TERRACE
ARTSCAPE
BEACH
COMMUNITY SPACE
LEARNING AND PRODUCTION SPACE

PARKING AND CIRCULATIONS

RECORDING STUDIO
FOOD AND BEVERAGE

COMMERCIAL HIRE SPACE

LIVING ART CENTER (EXISTING)
LIVING ART CENTER (EXTENSION)
NEW ARTS MUSEUM
AMPHITHEATRE
GREAT TERRACE
ARTSCAPE
BEACH
COMMUNITY SPACE
LEARNING AND PRODUCTION SPACE

PARKING AND CIRCULATIONS

RECORDING STUDIO
FOOD AND BEVERAGE

COMMERCIAL HIRE SPACE

N

Artscape
Living Art Center (existing)
Living Art Center (extension)
New Arts Museum
Amphitheatre
Community Space

Learning and Production Space
Commercial Hire Space
Recording Studio
Food and Beverage
Parking and Circulations
Pond Dock

LIVING ART CENTER (EXISTING)
LIVING ART CENTER (EXTENSION)
NEW ARTS MUSEUM
AMPHITHEATRE
GREAT TERRACE
ARTSCAPE
BEACH
COMMUNITY SPACE
LEARNING AND PRODUCTION SPACE

PARKING AND CIRCULATIONS

RECORDING STUDIO
FOOD AND BEVERAGE

COMMERCIAL HIRE SPACE
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